English





Reading domains
‘The Street Child’ – linking to work on the
Victorians
Victorian poetry from Edward Lear and Lewis
Carroll
Visual Literacy – ‘Powerless’

Year 5: Autumn Term
The Victorians

Mathematics (Using Power Maths)







Vc

Welcome to Year 5
This year may be a little different,
but we will do our best to fill it
with exciting learning
opportunities!
Homework:
Reading three times a week
Practising x facts twice a week
Victorian topic project

Fluency – mental and written methods
Place value
4 Operations with more complex calculations
Measure, area and perimeter
Graphs and tables
Homework focus: Division tables (these are
the times tables in reverse e.g. 42 ÷ 7=6

Mrs Murray and Mr Smith

Science
Practical work focus




Planning scientific enquiries
Using scientific evidence

Materials





Exploring solids, liquids and gases
Separating mixtures by filtering, sieving
and evaporating
Exploring reversible and irreversible
changes

Life processes




Animal and plant life cycles

Computing




History – The Victorians











Ollie Organisation and Colin Communication
Independence and Respect (Whole School)
Understanding risks and keeping safe
E-Safety
Celebrations, Hinduism




Vocabulary about family, pets and hobbies
Listening, talking and writing

Music


Key Victorian events
The lives of rich and poor children
The impact of Victorian inventions
Interpreting and evaluating evidence
Researching and exploring Victorian Toys



A famous Victorian composer (Elgar) and his
music
Using percussion instruments to create and
play music



PE

SMSC/PSHE/RE–


Spanish

Online Safety
Word-processing skills
3D computer modelling

Art and Design Technology





Evaluating the work of William Morris
Tile printing
Planning and making a Victorian meal
Link with History – exploring Victorian Toys

Indoor (Tuesdays)
 Health and fitness (first half term)
 Gym (second half term)
Outdoor (Wednesdays)
 Hockey
 Orienteering

Y5 Homework
Autumn 2020
 We expect every pupil to be reading at home at least three times a week for about twenty
minutes or more.
 We also expect that pupils will be working on their times tables each week – even when
there is no sheet to be handed in.
 Victorian topic homework – for this we are after PHOTOGRAPHS of things your child has
done – sent to us via Teams. We will start setting this work via Teams shortly.

